Reading Unit 4 Review

Week 16  Compare and Contrast
Week 17  Sequence of Events
Week 18  Understanding Characters
Week 19  Persuasion
Week 20  Main Idea and Details

Spelling Unit 4 Review

question  package  unused  weakness  million
pocket    carriage  refresh  movement  borrow
earthquake marriage  dislike  endless  traffic
electric  baggage  replace  truthful  picture
mistake   message  unpaid  illness  survive

Vocabulary Unit 4 Review

1. **worthy**  good enough for something
2. **churning**  vigorously mixing or stirring
3. **situation**  a set of circumstances
4. **swelled**  got larger
5. **confidence**  feeling sure about abilities
6. **graduate**  to finish school or training
7. **performs**  acts
8. **confesses**  admits something is true
9. **crisp**  dry and cool
10. **miniature**  very small; tiny
11. **haze**  a mist in the air
12. **gigantic**  huge; enormous
13. **drought**  a time with little or no rain
14. **dedicate**  set aside for a special purpose
15. **overcome**  defeat
16. **capitol**  a building where government meet
17. **interpreter**  a person who translates into different languages
18. **supplies**  important things people need
19. **territory**  land area
20. **proposed**  suggested